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By Shannen Yauger

THE STORY  OF JOHN JAMES  AUDUBON



In France, Audubon’s 

passion for art 

blossomed. He studied 

drawing and painting, 

honing his skills and 

exploring various 

techniques. However, 

his true calling lay not 

just in transferring the 

world to canvas but also 

in capturing the essence 

of its avian inhabitants. 

Audubon’s love for 

birds and his desire to 

document their beauty 

led him to embark on a 

grand adventure across 

the vast expanse of the 

American wilderness.
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�e forest continued 

to reveal its secrets—a 

�ock of �nches �u�ered 

among the branches, their 

cheerful chirping adding 

to the music of the woods. 

Audubon documented 

their beautiful 

pa�erns, their 

delicate features, 

and the sense of 

joy they brought 

to the forest with their 

presence.

Farther along the forest path, Audubon encountered a family of woodpeckers. �eir rhythmic 

tapping echoed through the trees, a percussion section in nature’s grand orchestra. He marveled 

at their specialized beaks and their ability to �nd sustenance within the trunks of trees. With each 

stroke of his pencil, he immortalized their presence in his sketchbook.

I�ry-��� 
W�dpecker

diet 	 b�tles       
 and lar�e Lazuli Bunting  

(a bunting is a  
type 	 �nch)

Pine �nch
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As they drifted along the mighty Mississippi, Audubon and Mason marveled at the diverse 

landscapes that unfolded before them. 

They encountered dense 

forests teeming with birdlife, 

vast wetlands bustling  

with waterfowl, 

and towering blu�s that 

o�ered panoramic views of  

the river’s serpentine path.
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Walking along a narrow path, he stumbled upon a clearing—a natural haven bursting with 

life. Vibrant wild�owers painted the meadow in a myriad of colors, and bu�er�ies �i�ed 

gracefully from one blossom to another. Audubon reached for his sketchbook and pencil, 

eager to capture the beauty that surrounded him. With precise strokes, he began to translate 

the scene onto the pages, his hand moving with a sense of purpose.

Time seemed to slip away as he immersed himself in his art. He sketched 

the delicate petals of a wild rose, the graceful curve of a fern, and the 

pa�erns adorning the wings of a bu�er�y. His pencil danced across the 

page, giving life to the wonders he witnessed. Lost in his creative reverie, 

Audubon was blissfully unaware of the passing hours. 

�e sun began its descent, casting long shadows across 

the meadow. As daylight waned, the forest came alive 

with nocturnal creatures, their calls blending with the 

sounds of the night.

Seaside Spaow 
(origina�y mi�aken f� a �nch)

Carolina R�e
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His artwork resonated with people far and wide, stirring 

emotions and awakening a sense of wonder. Audubon’s 

illustrations became a bridge between the natural world 

and society, transcending language and cultural barriers. 

Through his art, he spoke to the hearts of those who 

beheld his work.

Audubon’s passion and dedication attracted a circle 

of like-minded individuals—fellow explorers, scientists, 

and artists who shared his vision. Together they 

formed a united front, advocating for the conservation 

and protection of nature’s wonders. They organized 

exhibitions and lectures, showcasing Audubon’s 

illustrations and sharing his message of environmental 

stewardship. They collaborated with scientists to study 

and document the ecosystems they encountered, 

collecting valuable data that would guide conservation 

e�orts.
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Black Sc�er
(origina�y ident�i� as Americ�
                 Sc�� Duck)

Gad�� Duck

female (�own)
male (glo�y black)

(male)

(female)

      ake a journey through nature with John   

       James Audubon, the man whose love of birds 

led to the creation of the National Audubon 

Society. From his childhood in the tropical forests 

of Haiti to his travels along America’s Mississippi 

River, Audubon was inspired by the beauty of the 

natural world. Climb with him up a mountain to 

find an eagle and descend into mosquito-filled 

marshes in search of herons while exploring 

stunning recreations of Audubon’s work.
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